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After Han Jintian finished speaking, Han Jinlu narrowed his eyes and said, “Xing Wudi, is he playing with 

fire?!” 

 

 

Without needing Han Jintian to analyze, Han Jinlu naturally understood. Xing Wudi had made the 

various departments of the Seven Stars Continent sever all contact with the Xie Corporation. Had he 

considered what kind of effect it would have on Feng Qing or even what kind of situation she would 

encounter in the entire Capital? How would Feng Qing gain a foothold in the Xie Corporation? Thinking 

of this, Han Jinlu’s eyes narrowed, a storm brewing in it. As long as he was around, no one was allowed 

to hurt Feng Qing, not even if it only affected Feng Qing. 

 

 

After a short silence, Han Jinlu said in a deep voice, “I want to video call Xing Wudi.” 

 

 

At this moment, a message popped up on their phones at the same time. Xing Yue had sent a message 

in the ‘brother group’ and had even tagged the two of them at the end of the message. 

 

 

Xing Yue: “I’ve obtained a new clue about Little Six. Are the two of you free? Let’s have a video call.” 

 

 

Han Jintian and Han Jinlu saw the message and sent a message in the group at the same time. “Busy!” 

 

 

On the other end of the phone, Xing Yue : “???” 

 



 

Han Jintian and Han Jinlu had always been incompatible. No matter what the two of them did, it had to 

be the opposite. This time, they actually replied to Xing Yue at the same time. Xing Yue instantly felt a 

little fresh. Xing Yue sat at his desk and hurriedly looked out of the window to see if the moon had 

turned its back. However, the moon did not change at all, which meant that the world was still normal. 

Only Han Jintian and Han Jinlu were abnormal. 

 

 

Xing Yue typed, “Why are the two of you wearing the same pants? Have the two of you reconciled?” 

 

 

Han Jintian typed on his phone and replied, “Stop your nonsense and be quiet. Don’t disturb me. I want 

to video call Xing Wudi now.” 

 

 

Han Jinlu’s message also appeared behind. “I also want to video call Xing Wudi. No matter what you 

want, wait a while.” 

 

 

Xing Yue: “???” 

 

 

Xing Yue was dumbfounded as he looked at the phone screen. He rubbed his eyes in disbelief. He had 

known the twins for so many years, but he had never seen them do something so synchronized. It was 

simply unbelievable. 

 

 

Xing Yue was very worried about what illness his two younger brothers had, so he hurriedly asked, “Hey, 

what’s wrong with the two of you? Do you need my help?” 



 

 

Even if he believed that Xia country had many World Cup champions, believed that humans did not 

evolve from apes, and believed that other than humans, there were other intelligent lives in the 

universe, he would not believe that Han Jintian and Han Jinlu, the two brothers, could be so consistent. 

There must be a reason for this abnormality. Out of concern for them, Xing Yue directly sent a video call 

to Han Jintian. 

 

 

The next second, Han Jintian really picked up. Xing Yue hurriedly asked, “Hey, what happened to you 

two?!” 

 

 

However, no one answered him. Xing Yue only heard Han Jintian’s angry curse on the other end of the 

phone. “Damn Xing Wudi, how dare he bully Qingqing? I think he doesn’t want to live anymore.” 

 

 

Xing Yue : “!!!” 

 

 

In an instant, Xing Yue’s expression darkened. He asked coldly, “What happened to the two of you?” 

 

 

Seeing that he was not finished asking, Han Jintian and Han Jinlu separately recounted what Xing Wudi 

had done and which encounter Feng Qing might encounter on the Sacred Island. Compared to before, 

Han Jintian added even more details when he mentioned this to Han Jinlu. 

 

 



At this moment, in Xing Yue’s mind, images of Feng Qing being ostracized by the Xie family’s collateral 

families and the loyalists on Sacred Island instantly made him angry. 

 

 

Xing Yue said angrily, “Xing Wudi, that bastard, he’s too much. How dare he treat Qingqing like this!” 

 

 

Xing Yue’s expression darkened. “I’ll contact the people from the Seven Stars Continent. No matter what 

Xing Wudi is busy with, no matter which woman he’s sleeping with, he has to video call me immediately. 

Otherwise, I’ll teach him an unforgettable lesson.” 

 

 

At this moment, Xing Wudi, who had already returned to the Seven Stars Continent, was persuading the 

representatives in the Seven Stars Continent’s building to pass the new bill to sanction the Xie 

Corporation. Suddenly, a staff member ran in hurriedly. His appearance interrupted the meeting. 

 

 

The staff panted heavily and said, “Report, Master Xing, I just received a call from Xia country and 

Country F’s Presidential Manor. The eldest young master and second young master of the Han family, as 

well as the Presidential Manor’s Young Master Xing Yue, all of them request to video call you 

immediately. No matter what you have to do, don’t delay it.” 

 

 


